Computational protein design of an ensemble of conformations for one protein -15 i.e., multi-state design -determines the side chain identity by optimizing the energetic 16 contributions of that side chain in each of the backbone conformations. Sampling the 17 resulting large sequence-structure search space limits the number of conformations and the 18 size of proteins in multi-state design algorithms. Here, we demonstrated that the REstrained 19 CONvergence (RECON) algorithm can simultaneously evaluate the sequence of large 20 proteins that undergo substantial conformational changes, such as viral surface 21 glycoproteins. Simultaneous optimization of side chain conformations across all 22 conformations resulted in an increase of 30% to 40% in sequence conservation when 23 compared to single-state designs. More importantly, the sampled sequence space of 24 RECON designs resembled the evolutionary sequence space of functional proteins. This 25 finding was especially true for sequence positions that require substantial changes in their 26 local environment across an ensemble of conformations. To quantify this rewiring of 27 contacts at a certain position in sequence and structure, we introduced a new metric 28 designated 'contact proximity deviation' that enumerates contact map changes. This 29 measure allows mapping of global conformational changes into local side chain proximity 30 adjustments, a property not captured by traditional global similarity metrics such as RMSD 31 or local similarity metrics such as changes in φ and ψ angles.
Introduction
Results 135 It is our hypothesis that simultaneous evaluation of sequence space across an 136 ensemble of conformations improves the correspondence of the designed sequences to an 137 evolutionary sequence profile, but limits the set of possible sequences by selecting 138 mutations that are tolerated across all states within an ensemble, as opposed to individually 139 selecting sequences that are optimal for individual states. To address this hypothesis, we 140 perform RECON MSD and compare the designed sequences to SSD results and PSI-141 BLAST profiles. We quantify the similarity between designs and evolutionary sequence 142 profiles ( Fig 1A and 1B) . We selected proteins with multiple known conformations of identical sequence 158 from the PDBFlex database (14) . The benchmark included eight proteins, requiring that 159 each benchmark case have at least two published conformations with an RMSD greater 160 than 5 Å, and an identical sequence greater than 100 amino acids in length (Table 1) .We 161 omitted duplicate conformations, which we define as conformations with and RMSD of 162 less than 0.5 Å, to avoid bias towards similar conformations. In addition, we used a 163 resolution cutoff of 5 Å with the requirement that greater than 75% of the included models 164 within each design ensemble were determined at a resolution of better than 3 Å. We also 165 omitted any models with longer sequence gaps or missing density. For structural models 166 with chain breaks that had missing density for only one or two consecutive residues (PDB 167 IDs 1OK8, 3C5X, and 3C6E of the dengue virus E protein monomer) we added the missing 168 densities with the Rosetta loop modeling application (15). All structural models were 169 gently relaxed with a restraint to start coordinates to remove any energetic frustrations 170 frequent in models derived from low-resolution experimental structures. 174 For a complete description of Protein Data Bank (PDB) identification and sequence information included in the benchmark, see S1
175 Table. 177 Metrics to measure amplitudes of local and global conformational change 178 Quantification of protein flexibility commonly relies on the structural comparison 179 of two structural models, whether that be through the similarity of equivalent atoms in 180 three-dimensional space, calculated as root mean square distance (RMSD), or by the 181 similarity of equivalent φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles, calculated as root mean square 182 deviation (RMSD da ) (16). RMSD is used frequently as a global metric used to describe the 183 overall similarity of two conformations of the same protein and has been a powerful metric 184 to quantify overall structural similarity. RMSD da , on the other hand, is used to describe 185 local backbone displacements and is well-established, for example, to compare loop 186 conformations. The disadvantage of both metrics is that they do not capture whether or not 187 a particular residue is reconfigured in its interactions with neighboring amino acids.
188 However, we hypothesize that such a metric of local rewiring driven by a global 189 conformational space will best correlate with restrictions in sequence space introduced 190 through conformational flexibility. Thus, we settled on three metrics that capture the 191 structural dissimilarity of a protein ensemble in terms of its maximum global structural 192 dissimilarity, local backbone dissimilarity, or contact map dissimilarity: 1) The maximum 193 pairwise RMSD of all atom coordinates of two superimposed structures within a set of 194 superimposed structures was used as a metric to describe the maximal global conformation 195 change an ensemble undergoes (Fig 2A) . To allow for comparison of RMSD values 196 between benchmark cases that involve proteins of different size, we used RMSD100, a 197 RMSD value normalized to protein of length 100 amino acids. (17) 2) Residue  and  198 RMSD da was used as a local metric of similarity ( Fig 2B) . This metric will directly identify 199 hinge regions between moving domains. 3) Lastly, we designed a metric that captures 
241
We first examined the correspondence of native sequence recovery determined by 242 MSD versus SSD designed sequences with evolution conservation rates. Native sequence 243 recovery was calculated as the mean percentage of conservation of the starting, or native, 244 sequence for all designed positions. PSI-BLAST profiles were generated using the native 245 sequence, and for consistency we term the percentage of the starting sequence in a PSI-246 BLAST profile as the percent native sequence recovery. Simultaneously sampling across 247 multiple conformations significantly restricted sequence sampling, or in other words, was 248 more likely to conserve the native sequence, where RECON MSD had total native 249 sequence recovery of 87.8 ± 4.5% versus SSD with 48.9 ± 11.1% native sequence recovery 250 ( Fig 3A) . In contrast, PSI-BLAST profiles had a native sequence recovery of 82.11 ± 251 11.2%. Qualitatively, the PSI-BLAST profiles were much more similar to the predicted 252 sequence tolerance of RECON MSD compared to SSD, yet a Mann-Whitney U test (18) 253 indicated a significant difference of mean native sequence recovery of either design 254 protocol compared to PSI-BLAST sequence tolerances, with a significance of = 0.0029 255 for RECON MSD and for SSD. Total sequence recovery is a coarse < 0.00001 256 approximation of sequence similarity, and fails to determine if the designed sequence 257 profiles are sampling similar mutation preferences as observed in evolution. Therefore, we 258 calculated a total variance score of each observed position-specific mutation profile to the 259 corresponding PSI-BLAST profile of each protein ( Fig 3B and S1 Fig) . We found that in 260 seven out of eight cases, a RECON MSD mutation profile resembled its corresponding 261 PSI-BLAST profile more closely than the SSD mutation profile. Although RECON MSD more closely resembled PSI-BLAST sequence profiles on 287 a per-case basis, we wanted to identify trends in sequence sampling in relation to the PSI-288 BLAST profiles to highlight design-sampling biases. This task was achieved by calculating 289 the frequency an amino acid is conserved or mutated to another residue, or, the mean amino 290 acid substitution frequency. In general, RECON MSD is more likely to conserve a native 291 amino acid compared to a PSI-BLAST profile, whereas SSD is much more likely to replace 292 the native amino acid ( Fig 4A and S2 Fig) . We examined amino acid exchangeability as 293 the frequency of exchanging a native for a non-native amino acid. On average, PSI-BLAST 294 profiles exchanged a native for non-native amino acid 1.32 ± 0.03% of the time, versus 295 0.77 ± 0.02% for RECON MSD and 2.45 ± 0.07% for SSD ( Fig 4B) . Additionally, we 296 compared the average difference of exchangeability for each residue as observed in the 297 PSI-BLAST profiles versus either RECON MSD or SSD and found that RECON MSD 298 average exchangeability rates of each residue are more similar to PSI-BLAST values than 299 SSD ( Fig 4C) . With the exception of phenylalanine or tyrosine, the difference between 300 exchangeability rates for residues with larger side chains diminishes for RECON MSD, but 301 becomes more exaggerated for SSD, as compared to observed mutation rates in evolution. 384 whereas the SSD energy score would include the lowest energy scores for each state. In all 385 eight cases, RECON MSD selects sequences with a significantly higher energy score than 386 SSD with a paired student's t-test (19), with . ( Fig 6) . We also compared the < 1 × 10 -4 387 design energy scores to the ten lowest-energy relaxed structures, which only included the 388 native sequences, and found that RECON MSD samples a lower energy sequences than the 389 relaxed native structures. Even though SSD sequences are the most stable, RECON MSD 390 identifies more favorable mutations within the native ensemble of states.
Fig 6. Average per-residue total energy score of the lowest ten percent scoring
392 models for RECON MSD, SSD, and starting relaxed (Native) models. One hundred 393 simulations were performed for each group and the lowest ten total energy scoring 394 models were used for the comparison. The total scores were normalized so that the 395 calculated total score was divided by the number of residues within each model to obtain 396 a mean residue score. For RECON MSD models, the total calculated score also had to be 397 normalized by the number of states within each model. The violin plot width indicates the 398 normalized energy score density of each group.
400 Stability decreases for residues with larger CC contact map deviations

401
We used a Kendall rank correlation test to analyze the dependency of the 402 modeled sequence energy score on global and local conformational changes. For the 403 comparison with global conformational changes, we compared the mean total score of the 404 ten lowest-energy scoring design models, normalized by the number of residues within 405 each protein, to the maximum RMSD100 of an ensemble. We found that there is a negative 406 dependence of mean total score on the maximum RMSD100 for SSD models ( 407 ), but not so for RECON MSD models ( =-0.143, = 1.16 × 10 -5
408
; Error! Reference source not found.). Conversely, there was a = 0.0177, = 0.586 409 small, but significant positive dependence of individual residue scores on contact proximity 410 deviation -scores for RECON MSD models ( ), but not so SSD = 0.0356, = 0.00584
models (
). There was no dependence of individual residue =-0.00538, = 0.677 412 scores on dihedral RMSD for either design approach (Fig 7) . This finding suggests that 413 RECON MSD is restricted in optimizing the stability of residues that must rearrange their 414 local side-chain environments, but not for optimizing local backbone flexibility. SSD, on 415 the other hand, is not restricted in optimizing side-chain placement within an ensemble, 416 and therefore can select amino acid sequences that are more stabilizing for individual 417 conformations. 
439
For this paper, we introduced the contact proximity deviation metric that quantifies 496 of adopting multiple conformations. Although other MSD methods have improved the 497 selection of more evolutionarily similar sequences, they are limited in their capacity to 498 simultaneously sample conformation and sequence space so that the relevance of 499 conformational plasticity in evolutionary dynamics have not been fully interrogated.
500
For this benchmark, we used RECON MSD to demonstrate that sequence 501 conservation and mutation preferences of a single sequence can be approximated using the 502 evaluation of local residue physicochemical changes, provided that this one sequence folds 503 into select, multiple conformations. In Fig 3, we showed that the estimated sequence 504 conservation of RECON MSD designs differs by roughly 5% from the sequence 505 conservation observed in PSI-BLAST profiles, with RECON MSD being more 506 conservative. We demonstrated in Fig 5 that sequence conservation, as observed in 507 evolutionarily-related sequences, depends on the degree of local side-chain environment 508 changes a residue must undergo to assist in the refolding of a protein during a conformation 509 rearrangement, and that RECON MSD approximates the same restriction in amino acid 510 conservation as C  C  proximity variation increases.
511
The caveat to using RECON MSD to predict mutation preferences is accounting 512 for ROSETTA sampling biases. First, RECON MSD does not currently allow for the 513 formation or destruction of disulfide bonds, which is critical for conformation stability, and 514 does not accurately model the frequency of cysteine conservation. Consideration of 515 alternate protonation states due changes in pH are also not explicitly modeled, which we 516 see from our amino acid exchangeability comparisons that RECON MSD underrepresents 517 exchangeability of polar residues and frequently mutates histidine to lysine or arginine, 518 which has a pK a much higher than histidine or which is not charged. Additionally, in Fig   519 5 , we showed that RECON MSD is likely to overestimate sequence conservation of hinge 520 regions that have large dihedral angle RMSDs. Even though we used a gentle minimization 521 prior to design, minimization significantly increases the estimated stability of the native 522 residue, making the replacement of the native amino acid unfavorable, as shown in S1 Fig.   523 Given that residues located at hinge points within flexible loops are intrinsically disordered 524 and typically contain less than ideal Ramachandran dihedral angles, it is likely that 525 minimization specifically overcorrects these bond angles to fit the energy scoring function, 526 preventing accurate sampling of rotamer placement. With the addition of explicit disulfide 527 bond formation, use of a pK a -dependent rotamer library, and improvement of minimization 528 prior to design, the RECON MSD algorithm could prove to be a valuable tool in predicting 529 accurate mutation profiles.
530
The computational time required for the RECON MSD design simulations within 531 this benchmark ranged from 2 -36 hours. Compared to experimental approaches that have 532 tested for functionally tolerated mutations in either dengue virus envelope protein or 533 influenza hemagglutinin protein (2, 26, 27), RECON MSD is much faster and less costly 542 be more highly conserved, especially when residues need to maintain distinct contacts 543 between conformations. Therefore, current co-evolution methods cannot be used to detect 544 residue contact dependencies of flexible, highly conserved sequences, whereas this 545 benchmark suggests that RECON MSD is well-suited to identifying the evolutionary 546 potential of a flexible sequence.
547
Conclusions 548 We demonstrated that RECON MSD significantly improves the similarity to 549 evolutionary mutation preferences from SSD selected mutation profiles by selecting 550 sequences which are energetically favorable for an ensemble of local side-chain 551 interactions. Specifically, in instances where the goal of protein design is to preserve an 552 ensemble of conformations for functionality, we suggest a greater emphasis on designing 553 local physicochemical environments for each and all conformations within an ensemble, 554 and to place less of an emphasis of finding sequences representing the most 555 thermostabilizing for either each state individually or as an average of all states.
556 Furthermore, the new conformational diversity metric contact proximity deviation we 557 describe in this paper allows for the comparison of protein ensembles, assuming they are 558 of similar length but not sequence, by quantifying position-specific relocation due to one 559 or more conformational changes. Therefore, in conjunction with contact proximity 560 deviation, RECON MSD warrants further use as a bioinformatic tool to estimate mutation 561 preferences of homologous proteins, especially for proteins known to undergo similar 562 domain or fold reorganization between conformations.
Methods 564 Selection and preparation of benchmark datasets
565
Our criteria for benchmark datasets included proteins that had at least two published 566 conformations with greater than 5 Å RMSD and at least one peptide chain greater than 100 567 residues in length. To identify these proteins, we performed a BLAST search to identify 568 proteins with 100% sequence identity and with gaps of three or less residues in length.
569 Structures with similar backbone conformations of less than 1 Å RMSD were excluded 570 from design so that the structure with the longest matching consecutive sequence was kept 571 as the template structure.
572
Structures were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB; www.rcsb.org) and
573 processed manually to remove all atoms other than the residue atoms intended for design.
574 Any residues that did not align or positions that were not present in all template structures 575 were not considered for design and were removed from the template. For a detailed 576 description of which residues were included for design, see S1 Table. Template structures 577 were subject to minimization and repacking in ROSETTA using FastRelax constrained to 578 start coordinates with a standard deviation of ± 0.5 Å with the talaris 2013 score function 579 (35, 36). The lowest total energy score model of 100 relaxed models was selected for 580 design. For comparisons using un-relaxed models, the template structure was the input 581 model structure used for relaxation.
RECON MSD multi-specificity and single-state design
583
Benchmarking using RECON MSD multi-specificity design was performed using 584 four rounds of fixed backbone design and a convergence step using the greedy selection 585 algorithm, as previously described (8), with the exception that only repacking, and not 586 backbone minimization was allowed following the convergence step to prevent over-587 optimization of the energy score following design. Similarly, single-state design was 588 performed using four rounds of fixed backbone rotamer optimization followed by 589 repacking using the identical designable residues as specified for RECON MSD designs.
590 The talaris 2013 scoring function was used for both RECON MSD and single-state designs.
591 For each protein dataset, 100 designs were generated for each benchmark structure using 592 either RECON MSD or SSD.
593 Generation of sequence profiles
594
The lowest ten out of a hundred scoring models were used for quantification of 595 sequence tolerance. In the case of SSD, the ten lowest total scoring models were used from 596 the design simulation of each PDB structure. For RECON MSD, the total score of each 597 model designed within an ensemble design run were added to create a fitness score, which 598 then was sorted to identify the ten designed ensembles with the lowest fitness score. A 599 Shannon entropy bitscore was calculated for each designed position within an ensemble as 600 , with as the amino acid and as the frequency of that amino = × log 2 (20 × ) 601 acid. Here, the calculated amino acid frequency includes the frequency at the same position 602 within the ten lowest-scoring models of all designed states, whether designed 603 independently by SSD or designed simultaneously by RECON MSD, such that an amino 604 acid represented a 100% of the time at a particular position in all states has a bitscore of 605 4.32 (37).
606
PSI-BLAST profiles were obtained by querying a non-redundant protein database 607 using default parameters, increasing the number of iterations to ten iterations, as well as 608 querying the database with e-value thresholds ranging from . We 1 × 10 -5 to 1 × 10 2 
